
 

Paperino is a story of a little blue bird, who after struggling to cope with the demands of its overbearing boss, had found refuge
inside the inside-out body of an old computer. The computer had become obsolete and was about to be thrown away by its
owner. As if by magic, Paperino found himself within the device and it revealed many mysteries that await him on his future
adventures: new friends and enemies, obstacles and adventures! Play as Paperino on this cool 3D adventure game where you’ll
explore various locations such as planets, deserts, jungles or even outer space! With twenty interactive challenges in each level
you can choose your own way of overcoming it. Paperino’s friends, the magical creatures of “Nuvola Ritrovata”, will help you
with their magic abilities to complete the different puzzles. Paperino will have to use its extraordinary jumping ability to reach
high places or even use its enemies as a parachute. Help him survive all kinds of enemies, odd characters and difficult situations
with his magic power of transformation!

  Not being content with only one adventure, the Paperone staff decided to create a new story for their favorite blue hero. The
result was not only one game but two! The first was titled "Paperino Si Diverte con il Computer" (lit. "Paperino Plays with the
Computer"), and was a survival platformer wherein Paperino would have to have fun with a malfunctioning computer. The
second was titled "Paperino Operazione Papero" (lit. "Paperino Operation Papero").

  The story begins as the city of Paperino is under attack from a horde of monsters. A mysterious giant machine appears out of
nowhere and protects the city from these invaders by firing ray-like projectiles that hurt everything that gets in their way. These
creatures are then captured as prisoners, as they are now completely harmless, but as they see it, they are now under the
merciless control of the machine, which clearly has no intentions of letting them go free. When the machine is revealed to be a
computer controlled by a small magic being, everything returns to normal... At least, it's supposed to be. It seems that there is
another wizard who lives inside the computer and this one has other plans for the city. This person wants to wipe out Paperino
by destroying his entire identity and make him forget everything about himself. You play as Paperino (a strangely-shaped blue
bird) who has to find all the pieces of his identity before it’s too late. Along the way you’ll meet many different characters, each
with their own personality and varying ways to help Paperino on his adventure. To complete each level, Paperino’s only method
of travel is by using the powers of other characters. To do this he will have to take advantage of their special abilities such as
flying or magic power-ups. This way you can find the exit and return to the city.
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